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This  text  is  on  a  Portuguese  stick  dance  known  as  dança dos paulitos.  The 
analysis is based on field research the author carried out in Paris and Portugal 
between 2003 and 2007. The  focus  lies here on  the  stick dancers  from  the 
concelho (municipality) of Miranda do Douro  situated  in North Eastern Por-
tugal,  the  so called Pauliteiros de Miranda. The evolution  from their  revival 









patrimonialisation  of  cultural  phenomena  is  a  recent  issue  in  anthropology 
and sociology.1




process  of  construction  and  institutionalisation  of  folklore,  or  fixed  perfor-
mative  practices  that  represent  the  tradition  of  a  locality,  region  or  nation 
1  The author expresses her gratitude for the commentaries of the anonymous peer-reviewers and for 
the revision of the English by Miguel Novais rodrigues. 
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(castelo-branco and Freitas branco 2003: 1). revitalisation and revival express 





owe  ronström  differs  between  the  object-oriented  and  process-oriented 
type of revival in the following way:
the object-oriented type of study often stresses tradition as the handing 



















metrum is called dança dos paus, dança dos paulitos, dança dos Pauliteiros and, in 




the  rhythm of  the music played by  the  gaiteiros, a musical  group composed 
2  The recent phenomenon of female stick dancers will be mentioned later. 
3  A “concelho” is a term for an administrative unity, part of a district. 








in  spain,  the  homologue  dance  is  called  danza de palos  or  paloteo.  Anne 


























The  musical  repertoire  of  the dança dos paulitos  is  composed  by  laços  (in 

















matic  figures.  Each  choreographical  figure  is  composed  by  certain  ways  or 
patterns of hitting the sticks and a movement pattern for the feet6 (Alge 2006 
[2004]: 132). The ritual lhaços Bicha, d. rodrigo and As rosas have a different 
choreography and are danced with castanets instead of sticks.
The Pauliteiros are a ritual dance and differ from other Portuguese dances 






Angueira,  granja,  Picote,  constantim,  Póvoa,  the  vila sendim,  the  Associa­













8  in the region of Trás-os-Montes this climatic specificity is expressed in the proverb “nove meses de 
inverno, três de inferno”. 
9  As well as a further variant, namely the sendinês of the vila of sendim. 






example,  the danza de palos (Matellán 1987: 43). Despite  this ethnographic 
unity with spain, the Mirandeses (people from Miranda) emphasize their com-
munity  identity  by  evoking  the  agro-pastoral  communitarian  organization 
that was maintained until  the 1930s. Today,  relicts of  this organization are 
found in communitarian fountains, communitarian fields and communitarian 
festivities.





countries  chosen  for  emigration  are primarily France, germany, canada 
and brazil.







however,  today,  the university  of Trás-os-Montes  and Alto Douro,  the 
recently  constructed  Casa da Cultura  and  Casa da Música  in  Miranda  do 
Douro,  cultural  associations  like  bagpipe  associations  or  the  donkey  asso-
ciation and eco-touristic activities, as well as the internet, are factors of the 







out  by  the  author  in  Paris  and  Portugal  between  2003  and  2007.  in  June 
2003,  the  author  made  the  first  interview  for  her  research  with  Domingos 
Aires, leader of a Pauliteiros group from saint-Denis (Paris). in the concelho of 
Miranda do Douro, the author has stayed for 10 days in August 2003, for two 










The  author  makes  a  distinction  between  the  stick  dancers  performing  as  a 
ritual  in  local  religious  festivities,  the “dançadores” or “community dancing”, 
and  the  institutionalized  stick dancers performing outside  this  context,  the 
“Pauliteiros” or “rancho dos Pauliteiros”.
however,  as will  be  shown  later,  the dançadores  as well  as  the Pauliteiros 
were  revived  or  revitalized.  Thus,  the  ritual  context  manifests  the  object-
oriented type of revival and the folkloristic context the process-oriented type 
of revival.
Dança dos paulitos as ritual: the dançadores
rituals are special, prominent,  liminal  junctures of customs  in the  life 
cycle, occasions at which the expression of identity is particularly empha-
























shares  communal meals. The  last  rehearsal  takes place  in  the  centre  of  the 












pray and take off  their hats. Around the donation of an alqueire de trigo 
(a measure of wheat), they dance one of the ritual lhaços with castanets. some 
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The  religious  festivities  of 
Miranda  take  place  during  the 
summer festivity cycle (solstício do 
Verão)  in  honour  of  our  lady  of 
rosário  and  holy  barbara  and  in 
















of Pauliteiros  are  founded  in Portuguese  cultural  associations  like,  for  exam-




“institutionalised”14 Pauliteiros – what the author calls the rancho dos Pauliteiros15 
– than dancing in the ritual context. reasons for this interest are various: 
A stick dancer from Póvoa (ca. 25 years) informed the author that the dancers 
were primarily motivated by  travel opportunities,  convivial  experiences and 
extra money  (DAT  3/4). According  to célio Pires  (30  years),  bagpiper  from 
11  Photos of the performance of the Pauliteiros de constantim in lisbon in 1898 can be found in the 
Arquivo Fotográfico da câmara Municipal de lisboa (http://arquivomunicipal.cm-lisboa.pt). 
12  tunas are  ensembles  of  string  instruments  and  are  frequent  among  university  students  in 
 Portugal. 
13  in June 2003, the author did some research among the Pauliteiros of saint-Denis (Paris). 
14  Most  of  the  ranchos dos Pauliteiros are  at  the  same  time  a  cultural  association  in  their  home 
 locality. 
15  ranchos folclóricos are institutionalised dance and music groups presenting local traditions outside 






feast  in  honour  of  our  lady  of  rosário, 
são  Martinho  de  Angueira,  22.8.2004. 
(photo: author)











one  of  the  first  rancho dos Pauliteiros was  the  Pauliteiros  de  constantim 
when they performed in lisbon in 1898. in 1934, rodney gallop took the 
Pauliteiros de cércio to perform in the royal Albert hall in london.16 From 
then  on,  the  Pauliteiros  de  cércio  were  promoted  by  the  city  council  of 
Miranda do Douro and served as a model for the folkloristic activity of other 
Pauliteiros de Miranda. The Pauliteiros de cércio were somewhat responsible for 
the objectification of  the Pauliteiros by standardising  its appearance. Finally, 
António Maria Mourinho, a priest from the village Duas igrejas, contributed 
the most to the promotion of the Pauliteiros through his publications and the 
institutionalisation of  the Pauliteiros  in  the Grupo Folclórico Mirandês de duas 
igrejas, a mixed dance group. This group presented the Pauliteiros de Miranda 
internationally and transformed the traditional stick dance by including other 









lhaços around sticks and other objects and by using sticks  in the ritual  lhaço 





16  in England,  the  folk movement  started  reviving morris  and  sword dances  in  the 20th century 
(buckland 1991: 1). 
17  “la Bicha is actually a lhaço without sticks, but because of the loss of interest of the audience, the 
Pauliteiros de são Martinho introduced them.” (translated by barbara Alge)






the  sticks,  verbal presentation of  the  group and  the  repertoire,  as well  as  a 
more spectacular repertoire. lhaços that are used as “spectacular repertoire” are 















Although  the  meaning  of  the  Pauliteiros  in  the  ritual  context  is  to  serve 
for  the  local saint and to express a rite de passage and a  fertility  rite,  in  the 
 folkloristic  context,  the  Pauliteiros  present  themselves  like  “superstars”  and 
make new arrangements of the dance: a “striptease” part, i.e. the taking off of 













19  A man wearing a brown wool coat previously used as a raincoat by shepherds (pastores) and still 
today given to honoured visitors in Miranda.
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rEvivAl
Through conversations with members of different Pauliteiros de Miranda,  the 
author tried to reconstruct the history of each group. however, this was impos-
sible due  to  the definition of  an  “active”  and  “inactive  group”:  some Pauli­
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later  this  group was dissolved and  is  today  represented by  the Pauliteiros  of 





in  2006,  a  female  stick  dancer  group,  the  Pauliteiras,  and  more  recently  a 
children group, the Pauliteiricos, were founded in Miranda do Douro as well. 




























from  Miranda,  symbols  of  the  Mirandese  community  that  emphasizes  its 
sense of close knit community, its “archaic” way of living, its traditional feasts, 
its religiosity, etc. yet, new technologies like television and internet have also 







The different Pauliteiros  groups  are  today homogenized  to  represent  ThE 
dance from Miranda: they all wear the skirt costume and use their “specta-
cular  repertoire”, which will  be discussed  later,  in  folkloristic performances. 
some groups add extra Mirandese elements to the dança dos paulitos when they 









ristification  by  performing  in  nearly  all  eco-touristic  and  cultural  activities 
of Miranda  (see  e.g.  http://www.cm-mdouro.pt/publicacoes/publicacoes_noti-
cias_detalhe.asp?pub=9606).
Local symbol
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sticks and the composition of the main choreographic parts. That is why each 
village used to have its own bagpiper for its group of Pauliteiros. Apart from 
these  differences,  there  are  interesting  competitive  choreographic  elements 
that help creating a group’s identity: the Pauliteiros de são Martinho add for 
example an extra jump at the end of the dance, they are the only group that 
uses a special choreographic part called sete Paus and dance the ritual  lhaço 
Bicha in folkloristic performances – as it was mentioned before – with sticks 
instead  of  castanets  to  maintain  audience  interest.  in  their  claim  of  being 
more “authentic” than other Pauliteiros, they emphasize at the same time the 
image  of  the  zona raiana (border  zone  in  Northern  Miranda)  “to  be  more 
isolated and to better maintain the traditions”. The Pauliteiros de Malhadas 
express  the power and virility of  the Pauliteiros by clashing the sticks  in an 
aggressive  way,  by  opening  the  legs  wider  than  other  groups  and  by  never 
using castanets. An interesting fact is that the population from Malhadas is 
commonly known as being aggressive  in  festivities,  i.e.  that  fights between 
individuals emerge soon. The Pauliteiros de cércio, on the other hand, refuse 
to clash the sticks aggressively.
Figure 2  –  Porcelain  figures  representing  Pauliteiros  in  a  tourist  shop, 
Miranda do Douro, 8.9.2005. (Photo: author)




















The dança dos Pauliteiros becomes increasingly visible among other Portuguese 
music styles and is used as a local, regional and national symbol. The revival 
and revitalization of the Pauliteiros de Miranda especially from the 1970s on 
happened  in  an  object-oriented  and  in  a  process-oriented  way.  The  object-
oriented revival aimed to “maintain the tradition” of the Pauliteiros’ dancing in 
local religious festivities in Miranda, whereas, in the process-oriented revival, 
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